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Beginning SharePoint 2010 Administration: Windows SharePoint Foundation 2010 and Microsoft SharePoint Server 2010Wrox Press, 2010

	BECAUSE YOU ARE READING THIS, I assume that you share my interest for Microsoft SharePoint. In
	my case it is more than an interest, it is a passion! For more than 30 years, I have been working with
	computers, from assembler programming to complex software solutions. For more than 10 years my
	whole world was e - mail (my personal car...
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slide:ology: The Art and Science of Creating Great PresentationsO'Reilly, 2008

	Presentations have become the de facto business communication

	tool. Companies are started, products are

	launched, climate systems are saved—possibly based on

	the quality of presentations. Likewise, ideas, endeavors,

	and even careers can be cut short due to ineffective

	communication. Out of the millions of presentations...
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Who's Pulling Your Strings?: How to Break the Cycle of Manipulation and Regain Control of Your LifeMcGraw-Hill, 2003
Many people suffer from relationships that leave them feeling manipulated and out of control. Whether it's within the context of a personal relationship, a family member, a friend, or someone at the workplace, these "toxic" relationships can erode a person's self-confidence and self-esteem, and have a strong, negative effect on their...
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The Introverted Presenter: Ten Steps for Preparing and Delivering Successful PresentationsApress, 2015

	The introvert is a personality type that draws energy from the outside inward. According to standard personality testing assessments, most people are introverts and no group is more introverted than technical professionals. Introverts are congenitally programmed to recoil from the prospect of public speaking with fear and loathing, yet making...
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Project Management DemystifiedRoutledge, 2007

	When my old grandfather came back from a long night watching over

	the local sardine factory he would often say ‘You can never do well as

	a nightwatchman, my boy’. It took many years of hearing this seven

	times a week before I realized what he meant. If he did his nightwatchman

	job perfectly by staying awake all night,...
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Driving Technical ChangePragmatic Bookshelf, 2010

	
		Finding cool languages, tools, or development techniques is easy-new ones are popping up every day. Convincing co-workers to adopt them is the hard part. The problem is political, and in political fights, logic doesn't win for logic's sake. Hard evidence of a superior solution is not enough. But that reality can be tough for...
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What Every BODY is Saying: An Ex-FBI Agent's Guide to Speed-Reading PeopleHarper Perennial, 2008

	Read this book and send your nonverbal intelligence soaring. Joe Navarro, a former FBI counterintelligence officer and a recognized expert on nonverbal behavior, explains how to "speed-read" people: decode sentiments and behaviors, avoid hidden pitfalls, and look for deceptive behaviors. You'll also learn how your body language...
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Being Geek: The Software Developer's Career HandbookO'Reilly, 2010

	
		As a software engineer, you recognize at some point that there's much more to your career than dealing with code. Is it time to become a manager? Tell your boss he’s a jerk? Join that startup? Author Michael Lopp recalls his own make-or-break moments with Silicon Valley giants such as Apple, Netscape, and Symantec in...
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Finding Source Code on the Web for Remix and ReuseSpringer, 2013

	In recent years, searching for source code on the web has become increasingly common among professional software developers and is emerging as an area of academic research. This volume surveys past research and presents the state of the art in the area of "code retrieval on the web." This work is concerned with the algorithms, ...
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Shut Up and Listen: The Truth about How to Communicate at WorkKogan Page, 2004

	We are much better communicators when we know more about ourselves, think about how and what we communicate and act according to the changes in our circumstance and environment. These are the principles this book is based on.


	So, there are three main sections, starting with a short course in self-awareness so that you can find out...
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Persuasion Skills Black Book: Practical NLP Language Patterns for Getting The Response You WantBookshaker, 2009

	Imagine using the right words to become irresistibly persuasive. 

	Would that be something useful for you?

	

	The Persuasion Skills Black Book is a manual for quickly learning some very powerful hypnotic language patterns that you can use in practical, real world situations. These patterns are not...
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Geeks On Call PC's: 5-Minute FixesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
Showing your PC who's boss
PCs have evolved dramatically, and as they've grown more powerful and versatile, they've also become more complex. No doubt there have been times when you were sure the PC was running the show, not you. Geeks On Call can put you back in charge.  Here are simple and straightforward ways to understand your PC,...
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